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If UX research is to become the driving and defining force
in the product development cycle and it should it cannot
be sporadic. Particularly in the case of innovative product
development, it has to go beyond the traditional insights and
issues of focussed selective UX testing towards an iterative
process of validating market needs and defining business goals
from which customer value propositions can be derived and
product features developed.
While many companies rely heavily on
(web) metrics to reveal quantified tendencies, metrics do not give insights into why
users use products or services in a specific
way. By combining both quantitative and
qualitative methods, applying Lean UX
becomes a strategic advantage: by radically translating qualitative user insights
into measurable units, companies have
the means to evaluate proposed solutions
and designs along the KPIs most viable
for their specific business model and
product phase.
This paper will introduce a practical Lean UX approach that combines
qualitative and quantitative research and
utilises Design Thinking methods for fast
paced, user-centred product and service
development. After giving a definition
of Lean UX and Design Thinking to
establish a common understanding, the

key features of a Lean UX process will be
introduced and exemplified by a real-life
scenario. Finally, the interplay between
qualitative and quantitative research will
be highlighted.
LEAN UX AND DESIGN THINKING

In the context of this paper, Lean UX and
Design Thinking are understood as iterative, solution-focussed approaches to usercentred design and product development.
They embody the philosophy of question
first, then build, measure, and learn1.
Therefore, they advocate testing ideas at
an early stage so that adjustments can be
made promptly, with minimal effort and at
little cost. Lean UX (testing) focuses on a
limited, well-defined set of research questions throughout the product development
cycle and is only defined by this scope, not
the research methods applied.

“While qualitative research seeks to
generate an understanding of users,
their motives and needs, quantitative
research validates hypotheses formed
on the basis of qualitative research.”
and diary studies are good choices for
enabling an understanding of potential
users, how they interact with certain
technologies or services, presumptions,
prior relevant experiences, mental
models, and so forth. Depending on the
insights gained, the prototype is adjusted
and evaluated again.
Once the best possible prototypical
solution is found, all relevant insights
gained are presented in a workshop. By
applying Design Thinking methods, these
insights and the prototypical solution
are presented to the product team in a
way that makes them as accessible and
transferable into an implementation
as possible. Active collaboration is a
core element of a successful workshop,
through which recommendations can
be formulated and solutions can be
conceived.
As a general principle, at a
minimum those stakeholders who later
have to work with the research results
ought to participate in these phases
as observers. Integrating the product
team’s feedback into the prototyping
and evaluation cycle makes the research
itself iterative, as it can be tailored
to cater to the company’s needs. The
product team’s participation during this
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phase is an important step in building
more empathy for potential users and to
gain an understanding of users’ needs,
which, in turn, enables the product
team to successfully create user-centred
products.
Implementation
The prototypical solution is then implemented based on the recommendations
given by the product team.
Testing & Optimisation
The implementation and the proposed
solution are then tested and evaluated.
This can either be by means of a
quantitative performance measurement,
for example in form of A/B testing (where
A = solution in place and B = intended
improvement). Or it can be, depending on
the core feature and associated research
questions, another quantitative study
focussed on evaluating the hypothesis.
If, for example, the research team finds
a strong influence of gender or income
or some other aspect on the usage of car
sharing services, a questionnaire based
evaluation with a sufficiently high sample
number might be the right choice to
demonstrate a statistically relevant effect
and its size.

